Abstract-In this paper, the resonance interaction at the acoustic vibration caused by the inharmonic vibration is discussed. Based on the perturbation theory, the influences of the resonance interaction between the two and three vibrant levels on the level energy, wave-function, and the spectral line intensity are investigated in detail respectively. The analytical expressions of the vibration level energy, wave-function, and spectral line intensity with the consideration of the resonance interaction are also obtained under the third order inharmonic approximation.
INTRODUCTION
The analysis and application of acoustic resonance phenomenon had been researched. For example ,Sun Guangrong in the university of Nanking carried on a research responding to Steady State Frequency Response in roomsAcoustics of Room and Small Room to indoor steady state frequency [1] . Vera Markovi Etc has carried on theory analysis to the acoustic resonance [2] [3] [4] . The intensity and structural of vibrant acoustic spectrum take place to change according to the resonance interaction between the difference vibrant levels. The resonance interaction of the different vibrant levels causes spectral structure complicated and bring for difficulty for analysis of acoustic vibration structure. Such as figure 1 show: Fig.1 . The actually measured resonance effect Consequently, the theory study of the effect on acoustic spectrum structure with the consideration of the resonance interaction between the vibration levels have important instructional function for the correct analysis of the test of acoustic resonance spectrum .In this paper ,the basic model of the resonance interaction between the three vibration levels on the level energy, wave-function and the spectral line intensity are investigated in theory respectively and are also obtained the express of the theory investigated in detail . 
II
For solving the equation (6), will launch to the liner combining of zero class state function, then
got by the (5, 6, 7)
The equation (8) 
Among which mn H  is the resonance interaction matrix element , from (9) and (10) 
Under three ranks inharmonic approximation there have: 1
Thus get the abruption value of energy level: 
Substitute the value of equation (14) 
B spectral line intensity considering interaction
Spectral line intensity taking no account of interaction is: 
Under three ranks inharmonic approximation there have 0 33 22 11 
